
SAP HCM-Authorization

Authorization in Human 
Resources

DSGVO (GDPR), 
ePrivacy, DSG…

You have SAP HCM
in use or planning 
to introduce 
SAP HCM?

You have complex 
requirements and even 

need your own 
implementation of the 

authorization logic?

You need a partner 
who knows structural 

authorizations and 
context-sensitive 

authorizations?

You want to deduce 
authorizations in the 

context of your 
organization?

You would like 
to administrate 
authorizations 
sustainably with 
little effort in 
your SAP HCM 
system?
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Structural authorizations and context-dependent

authorizations in SAP HCM may seem complex to you

at first glance. But not for us - we are happy to

accompany you in this important topic, where it is

better not to make any mistakes.

You already have an active authorization concept in

your SAP HCM and are not happy with its

administration or performance? Here too, we can help

you professionally and cost-effectively.

Do you have other systems in addition to SAP HCM

that also require authorizations derived from your SAP

HCM? We can advise you here as well.

Take a look at our flyers on "SAP HCM Development"

and "SAP HCM Interfaces" and find out where else in

the SAP HCM area we can provide you with optimal

support.

Contact us and ask for a non-binding discussion on the

topic with our specialists. We are happy to be there for

you and look forward to meeting you!

EXPRIS Solutions GmbH
St. Gallerstrasse 150

9230 Flawil

+41 71 891 25 00
info@expris.ch

www.expris.ch

Are you familiar with topics such as DSGVO / GDPR,

data protection law, ePrivacy or data requiring special

protection? Or do you simply want to implement a

sensible architecture for your SAP HCM authorizations

that is sustainable with little effort?

We can help you with this, because we know the subject

inside out.

Particularly in human resources management, one is

dealing with very sensitive information (data requiring

special protection). And especially with issues related to

the EU's General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) or

the revision of the Federal Data Protection Act (DSG),

you should think about this matter.

We can gladly offer you an overview of the possibilities

for your company here.

Authorization requirements often depend on

organizational circumstances. Your organization is

mapped in SAP OM (Organization Management) and

you want to derive appropriate authorizations from this

existing mapping? We can help you to develop and

implement a context-sensitive authorization concept.

Or you have more complex requirements that require

the implementation of a customer-specific

authorization logic? We are also the right partner for

you! Because in addition to consulting for SAP HCM

authorizations, we are very strong in technical

consulting and development in the area of SAP Human

Resources.

Our offer

We talk together about your requirements and 

find the best solution for your company.

Together, we create an easy-to-maintain and 

effective authorization architecture in your SAP 

HCM system that meets not only your 

requirements, but also the increasingly stringent 

legal requirements.

We are happy to derive authorizations from your 

organizational management or even extend the 

authorization check specifically for you.

We know structural authorizations and context-

dependent authorizations. Wherever possible, 

we find the best solution for you in the standard!

experts in processes and information solutions
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